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10:00AM PDT/1:00PM EDT Welcome and Introductions

10:05AM PDT/1:05PM EDT Context Setting – Goals and Timeline

10:15AM PDT/1:15PM EDT Case Studies – Reviewing Models (UN PRI, Due Diligence 2.0, 
LEED)

11:45AM PDT/2:45PM EDT Pledge Content Reflection via Jamboard

Today’s Agenda



The Movement is Growing

Movement Leaders & Supporters

Knowledge Partners 



Impact United Overview

A broad-based, peer-to-peer community 

and movement of investors seeking to 

mobilize capital towards social, 

economic and environmental justice, 

comprised of: 

• Individual investors

• Families

• Institutions

• Faith-based organizations

• Foundations

• Other asset owners 



Pledge Goals

Capital Commitments: Inspire 
commitments to mobilize new 
capital for impact investing

Transparency: Encourage 
transparency and reporting in 
impact investing

Peer Accountability: A peer-
driven pledge can help drive 
accountability amongst peers
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Connectivity: Create a greater 
connection to the movement of asset 
owners

Collaboration: Encourage 
collaboration in impact investing 
amongst asset owners



Context Setting

The Impact United Pledge seeks to increase capital allocated toward impact 

investing. This can be achieved by: 

1) Increasing Depth of Engagement among existing impact investors

2) Introducing New Asset Owners to impact investing

Accessibility
Significance of 

Commitment

How can we achieve both accessibility and significance of commitment?



Development Process & Timeline

September 2021

Community Consultation

Pledge (V2.0) presentation to 

Impact United Community for 

review and revision.

November 2021

Pledge Announcement

Announce first participants in 

the Impact United Pledge.

October 2021

Inaugural Pledge Participants

Seek to secure first pledge 

participants.

April 2021

Research & Prototype Design

Research of other models and 

initial design of Pledge (V1.0)

July - August  2021

Leader & Partner Review

Prototype Pledge review and 

revision by IU Movement Leaders 

and Knowledge Partners.



Today’s Reflections

In today’s session, we will direct attention 

to the following considerations:

• Who is the target audience of this 

pledge? 

• What tangible outcomes would you 

like to see come out of the pledge? 

• How can we design to mitigate the 

trade-offs involved?

• What can we adopt from establish 

commitments and standards in the 

industry?



Reviewing Other Models



UN Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI)

A globally-recognized standard for asset managers to signal their consideration of 

ESG factors within investment decision-making.

• Require financial contribution

• Provide auditing and information collection

• A set of six voluntary, aspirational, and flexible investment principles

• Combines firm principles with sets of “possible actions”  
https://www.unpri.org/pri/what-are-the-principles-for-responsible-investment

https://www.unpri.org/pri/what-are-the-principles-for-responsible-investment


Due Diligence 2.0 Commitment

Seeks to address systemic racial inequities by allocating more capital toward 

BIPOC led and serving initiatives, communities, managers, entrepreneurs, and 

stakeholders. Signatories agree to:

1) Consider Track Record Alternatives

2) Expand What it Means to Work Together

3) Reassess Assets Under Management as a Risk Metric

4) Respect BIPOC Time

5) Contextualize Fees

6) Include Historically Unrecognized Risks

7) Be Willing to Go First

8) Offer Transparency About Remaining Hurdles

9) Provide Detailed Feedback

View the full commitment at: https://www.duediligencecommitment.com

https://www.duediligencecommitment.com/


Designing for Accessibility – LEED Certification

Reflect on the implications of a tier-driven pledge or standard. Is it possible to gain 

accessibility without hierarchical framing?



Pledge Content Review



How can you join the Impact United movement?
(Current Configuration)

Observer Movement Supporter Movement

Leader
Participate in Impact United 
events to learn more about 

impact investing from 
practitioners in the space.

Provide a financial contribution 
to support the activities of 

Impact United.

Provide core financial support 
to Impact United, or support 
specific actions, convenings, 

and knowledge products.
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Pledge Content Review

Jamboard session:

• What are the benefits and drawbacks of each 

of the discussed models? What can we 

adopt?

• What tangible outcomes would you like to 

see from the pledge? How may we adjust 

content to match?

• Who is the target audience of this pledge to 

maximize impact?

• Parking lot:

• Other models to review

• Additional thoughts

 

Impact United -  Pledge Draft 

Thank you for reviewing this draft. Once approved, the following will exist as content on a 

webpage for investors to make their commitment.  

Pledge 

Urgency to Act 

Our world is changing rapidly and unpredictably. As technological disruption, the 

impending climate crisis, and resulting social impacts unfold around us, sustainable 

collective action is required to preserve what we value.  

In the midst of a global pandemic, additional pressures to address social and 

economic injustices are more urgent and apparent than ever in recent history.  

In the past 20 years, work across the impact investing sector has proven that 

financial return and contribution to positive change need not be mutually exclusive. 

Financial innovations have produced a landscape of feasible investment 

opportunities that serve to catalyze responses to critical social and environmental 

issues. 

Opportunity 

Canadian investors not only have the duty, but collectively the financial resources 

needed to create a more equitable, inclusive, and just future.  

Despite a wealth of opportunity and interested capital, the Canadian impact 

investor community today is disjointed. In its current state, the impact investing 

community faces broad capacity constraints, prohibiting considerable opportunities 

for positive change and financial return from being acted upon. There is thus much 

to be gained through shared learning and increased  collaboration among existing 

and prospective impact investors.  

Impact United 

Impact United is a broad-based, peer-to-peer community and movement of 

investors seeking to mobilize capital toward social, economic and environmental 

justice. The community is comprised of: 

• Individual investors 

• Families 



Upcoming – July Campfire

• Impact United Campfire - July 29th from 

4-5PM EDT / 2-3 PDTPM

A convening of movement leaders to 

share what is and what should be

top of mind. An opportunity for 

intimate reflection on meaningful 

issues and approaches in the impact 

space. 



Thank You
impactunited.ca


